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Disclaimer:

This document has been prepared for the ”Parking Policy and Parking Master Plan for Vadodara
City” and should not be relied upon or used for any other project without an independent check
being carried out as to its suitability and prior written authority of UMTC being obtained. UMTC
accepts no responsibility or liability for the consequence of this document being used for a
purpose other than the purposes for which it was commissioned. Any person using or relying on
the document for such other purpose agrees, and will by such use or reliance be taken to confirm
his agreement to indemnify UMTC for all loss or damage resulting there from. UMTC accepts no
responsibility or liability for this document to any party other than the person by whom it was
commissioned.
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Abstract:
Rapid growth in vehicle density has put enormous strain in million plus cities. A rapid
increase in Vehicle density is seen due to high vehicle ownership and poor public
transport facilities especially in the cities where population is between 1 to 2 million.
Any region of a city can only be developed if it is provided with proper atmosphere
and infrastructure. This study is concerned with Vadodara city. Besides the majestic
view of its elevation, there is one more which needs to be focus that how people park
and take out their vehicles from the most congested places. A main objective of this
study is to identify the problems in existing parking area by collecting parking survey
data. This study can help us to find innovative solutions to the current problems such
as increasing vehicle density, capacity of parking area and poor parking facility etc. It
investigates problems with current parking planning, discusses the costs of parking
facilities and potential savings from improved management, describe specific parking
management strategies and how they can be implemented. Also, by discussing
planning and evaluation issues we can evaluate how to develop optimal parking
management in a particular situation. Cost-effective parking management programs
can usually reduce parking requirements by 20-40% as compared with conventional
planning requirements by providing many economic, social and environmental
benefits.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction to Vadodara
Vadodara is the third largest city of Gujarat and 18th-largest city in India. The
Vadodara Municipal Corporation (VMC) and Vadodara Urban Development
Authority (VUDA) are responsible for its planned and systematic development.
The area under VMC is 160 sq.kms. Vadodara is recognized as one of India’s
fastest growing cities, with its population of almost 2 million people as per the
2011 census with a density 10415 persons per sq.km.

1.2 Motorization
With globalization, privatization and liberalization, there has been an increase in
employment opportunities in our cities. Subsequently, the income levels of people
have risen. This rise, coupled with the decreasing cost of automobiles, has led to a
huge increase in the demand for private vehicles. With rising motorization and
expanding road network, travel risks and traffic exposure grow at a much faster rate,
as the growth of registered vehicles always outnumber population growth and new
roads are constructed.
Low density decentralization causes enormous problems for public transport. It
generates less focused trips along well traveled corridors and, thus, is more difficult
for transport to serve. In India, it has led to rapid growth in car and motorcycle usage
which has resulted in congested roadways, which slows down the bus speed, which
results in increasing bus operating costs, and further resulted in less public transport
use. As cities grow and trip distances become longer, walking and cycling account
for about half of all trips in medium sized cities and about a third in the largest cities.
However, there is a considerable variation within the city of vehicle usage. It has
been observed that for 96 per cent of its lifetime, a private automobile is immobile. In
spite of this, while traffic congestion, road connectivity and road quality are
considered key issues in urban transport planning, the issue of parking remains sideline as an insignificant factor in urban infrastructure planning. Big cities across the
world have recognized parking as an important variable and have created specific
policies and plans for parking. In India, however, the problem of parking has not
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been given its due importance. Some might argue that parking is one of the lesser
woes of urban transport, but this view has led to its exclusion from the policy
framework, causing many traffic bottlenecks. This results in poor quality urban
transport, misuse of land and increasing social and environmental costs. All cities of
India face an urban transport crisis. While issues such as poor connectivity, bad road
quality, traffic congestion, air and noise pollution are constantly taken care of,
however negligence of parking affects the quality of urban transport. With the
increasing trend in the growth of private vehicles, it is imperative that parking be
seen as an important factor for making an efficient transportation system within our
cities. Parking is a key issue in the push-and-pull approach towards better urban
transport with fewer cars and more cycling, walking, and transit. This study will not
look at parking just as an externality of private transport, but as an important
economic variable. Rather than looking at parking as a problem that needs to be
solved, it should be looked at as a tool that can be used to generate employment
and income and help improve the overall quality of urban transport. The urban
population of India has increased from 2.58 crore in 1901 to 121 crore in 2011. This
figure is increasing steadily as more and more people flock to urban areas seeking
employment and higher standards of living.
These figures pose a major threat to the current system of urban transport especially
since the growth of road space is negligible in comparison. This calls for the
development of a more holistic approach to urban planning. The growing
dependency on private automobiles will only lead to further congestion on the roads.
A more organized parking structure will help in bridging these gaps.

1.3 Parking requirements
An Efficient system of motor traffic is essential for the prosperity of a city. A great
deal of business and commercial life of the city can be served by motor traffic.
Parking is an important urban transportation element. It has various long term and
short term impacts on individuals, communities, and transportation systems. One of
the problems which create road traffic is parking. They require space to park where
the occupants can be loaded and unloaded. Parking affects mode of choice as
Individuals having an automobile will probably choose to access their destination by
automobile, if the parking is conveniently located at the destination, and if the cost of
parking is reasonable. In other words inexpensive or free and plentiful parking is an
incentive. Parking is a substantial disincentive for using private automobiles.
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1.4 key concerns related to parking
1. Growth in number of vehicles
Given the addition of vehicle population to the city – the supply of parking is
inadequate. In the long run, the demand will outstrip the supply and will lead to
extreme hardship leading to poor quality of life. A policy to minimize and reduce
the dependence on the private vehicles is the need of the day.
2. Need for effective Public transport
The shift from private vehicles to the public transport needs to be facilitated by
offering effective transport solutions. Multiple modes needs to explored for
offering and devising an effective public transport.
3. Co-ordinate operational urban planning
There is a need for bringing change through co-ordinate operational urban
planning with active support of the institutions involved in Planning. The current
planning tools adopted by the city are largely inadequate. The creation of parking
and shift to public transport needs to be inbuilt within the statutory and
operational planning of projects. This requires a renewed approach to planning.
4. Enforcement of parking restrictions
5. Though the Building byelaws mandate the provision of parking in the basement
and adequate number of car parks in the buildings, there has been rampant
violation.
6. Slow creation of parking infrastructure to meet considerable demand in the dense
areas.
7. Effective funding for the creation of parking facilities, transit oriented
infrastructure.
8. Policy framework to address wide range of parking issues and problems.

1.5 Types of parking
There are main two types of parking space.
1. On street parking
2. Off street parking

1.5.1 On street parking
On street parking means the vehicles are parked on the sides of the street itself. This
is usually controlled by government agencies itself. Common types of on-street
parking are listed below. This classification is based on how the vehicles are parked
with respect to the road alignment.
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1. Restricted or controlled on street parking;
2. Unrestricted or Uncontrolled on street parking.
The restricted on street parking may either be controlled by police or by meters a
parking fee is collected from those who park their vehicles for a certain duration of
parking time.
The methods of On-Street Parking are:
Parallel parking: The vehicles are parked along the length of the road. Here there is
no backward movement involved while parking or removing the vehicle.
a) 300 angle parking: In thirty degree parking, the vehicles are parked at 300 with
respect to the road alignment.
b) 450 angle parking: As the angle of parking increases, more number of
vehicles can be parked. Hence compared to parallel parking and thirty degree
parking, more number of vehicles can be accommodated in this type of
parking.
c) 600 angle parking: The vehicles are parked at 600 to the direction of road.
d) Right angle parking

1.5.2 Off street parking
When the parking facilities are provided at a separate place away from the curb, it is
known as off-street parking. The advantage of this type of parking is to prevent road
congestion on road. But the main disadvantage is some of the motorist will have to
walk a greater distance after parking their vehicle. It is not possible to provide off
street parking facility at various close intervals especially in business centers of a
city. Two basic types of off- street parking are surface parking lot and multi-storey
parking.
For off street premises parking space guiding sign like “way to parking”; “no parking”;
“entry for vehicle”; “exit for vehicle” are provided.
Off street parking means parking in the premises or in the buildings. It is regulated or
controlled by development control regulation. Different categories have parking
requirements related to their use.
Common facilities of Off-Street Parking are;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Surface car parks,
Multi-storey car parks,
Roof parks,
Mechanical car parks,
Underground car parks.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Provision in GDCR for parking space requirements
To regulate any kind of development in the city, as per provision of sec .119 of
Gujarat Town Planning Act -1976 competent authority prepares regulations. These
regulations are called General Development Control Regulation (GDCR).General
Development Control Regulation is a statutory document which regulates overall
development of the city. The provisions of GDCR for Parking Space Requirements
vary from city to city.

3.1 GDCR of Vadodara city
Minimum Parking Space
Off-street parking space for vehicles shall be provided for every new building
constructed or when the use of old building is changed to any of the purpose
mentioned in the table below.
Table for Minimum off Street Parking Spaces
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NOTE:

1. Parking requirement for a Mixed-Use development shall be calculated on prorate
basis of the FSI consumed specific to the different uses.
2. Parking is permitted at any floor level as per required parking, with provision of
vehicular ramp.
3. 50% of the required visitors parking shall be provided at the ground level.
4. 50% of all required parking shall be provided for cars.
5. Parking area includes parking space, driveway and aisles but excludes approach
road, vehicular lift and vehicular ramps.
6. Parking layouts with minimum size requirements for parking space, driveways and
access lanes shall be provided as prescribed in Section D: Performance
Regulation no. 21.2 and Regulation no. 21.1.15.
7. Parking shall be permitted in side or rear margins except in approach Road as per
Regulation no. 8.4.7.
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8. Parking shall also be permitted in road-side margin after leaving clear margin of
4.Smts from the building-unit boundary towards road-side. In case of building unit
abutting more than one road and having area up to 1000 sq. mt shall be permitted
to utilise narrow road side margin for parking. Provided that, parking shall be
allowed in any road side margin having building unit area up to 750 sq.mts.
9. Parking area should be retained as effective parking space and shall be
maintained with light and ventilation system if provided in an enclosed area.
(VUDA, GENERAL DEVELOPMENT CONTROL REGULATION, 2017)

Table 1: comparison of 2006 & 2017 GDCR of Vadodara

Sr
no.

Type of use

1

Residential (flat/apartment)

2

Stadium

3

Cinema
theatre
public
assembly hall, auditorium
Industrial

3

In 2006
Parking
space
requirement
15%
of
maximum
permissible F.S.I
1 sq.mt per seat

In 2017
Parking space
requirement
20% of total utilized
F.S.I.
1.25 smt. of parking
area/person of total
stadium capacity
1 sq.mt per seat
50% of total utilized
F.S.I.
10% of building unit
20% of total utilized
F.S.I.
30%
of
maximum 30% if building unit upto
permissible F.S.I
750
smt.
40% if building unit
above 750-2000 smt
50% if building unit
more than 2000 smt.
50% of building unit
50% of total utilized
F.S.I.

4

Commercial and business
establishments
including
business,
offices,
banks,
hotels, guest house lodge,
eating house, restaurant etc.

5

Society
and
community
building such as community
hall/marriage hall/community
wadi/ party plot
(a) Pre- primary school
20sq.mt. For every 100 25% of total utilized
(b) Secondary and higher students
F.S.I. for primary school
secondary
50sq.mt. for every 100 40% of total utilized
students
F.S.I. for secondry and
higher secondry school
Collage and coaching classes
70sq.mt. for every 100 40% of total utilized
students
F.S.I.
Health
facilities
including 30% of
maximum 50% of total utilized
hospitals and nursing
permissible F.S.I
F.S.I.,
additional
parking for ambulace

6

7
8
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Special building for uncommon
uses:
(a) Stock exchange
(b) Grain market, timber
market, iron market
(c) Godown, warehouses,
transport
associated
activities

13

For (a) and (b)
20% of total utilized
30 % of maximum F.S.I.
permissible F.S.I
50% of building unit.

Inferences
1. Provisions of parking space requirements were unchanged during last two
revisions however there is a change is 2017 parking space requirement.
2. A new revision has also not attempted to fill the gap between the provisions and
reality.
3. Parking movement plans or layout plans are not prepared for optimum utilization
of space.

3.2 Comparison of parking DCR (Development Control regulations)
of various cities and URDPFI (Urban and Regional Development
Plans Formulation & Implementation) Guidelines
Comparisons of Parking Provisions in Various Metro cities and URDPFI Connected
With respect To 100 sq.mt of floor area.
Table 2: Comparison of parking GDCR of various cities and URDPFI

Sr
no

Type of use

Vadodara

Pune

1

Residential

20% of total
utilized F.S.I.

28.33 to
112% of
carpet area

(Flats/apartments)

Greater
Mumbai
1 space
=13.75
sq.mt
30% to
60% of
floor

New
Delhi
1 space
= 30sq
40% to
54% of
floor
area

URDPFI
guide
lines vol.
1 draft 1
26.02.14
28%

area
2

3

Cinema theatre public
assembly hall,
auditorium, stadium
etc.
Industrial

50% of total
utilized F.S.I.

2.4 sq.mt
per 1 seat

1.14
50%
sq.mt per
1 seat

56%

20% of total
utilized F.S.I.

19%

9.16%

56%

20%
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Commercial and
business
establishments
including business,
offices, banks, hotels,
guest house lodge,
eating house,
restaurant etc.

30% if building
unit upto 750 smt.
40% if building
unit above 7502000 smt
50% if building
unit more than
2000 smt.

Mercantile78%
Hotel 4&5
star-55.5%
Restaurant1,2,3 grade45%

5

Society and
community building
such as community
hall/marriage
hall/community wadi/
party plot
(a) Pre-primary school
(b) Secondary and
higher secondary

50% of total
utilized F.S.I.

98%

25% of total
utilized F.S.I. for
primary school
40% of total
utilized F.S.I. for
secondry and
higher secondry
school
40% of total
utilized F.S.I.

20sq.mt for
every 100
student

6

7

Collage and coaching
classes

8

Health facilities
including hospitals
and nursing

9

Special building for
uncommon uses:
(a) Stock exchange
(b) Grain market,
timber market, iron
market
(c) Godowns,
warehouses,
transport
associated
activities

50% of total
utilized F.S.I.,
additional parking
for ambulace
20% of total
utilized F.S.I.

34.37%
60%
and
above
1500
additiona
l space
for
mercantil
e
36.66%
for govt. ,
semipublic,

14
56% to
84%

54%

84%

39.28%

30%

50.4%

70sq.mt for
every 100
students
77.5sq.mt
for 10 bed

39.28%

30%

50.4%

9.16%

75%

56%

9.5%

9.16%

75%

28%
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From above table it is observed that the parking requirements varies from city to city
and ranging from 15% to 56% of total built up area for residential use ,30% to 84% of
total built-up area for commercial use.

ECS (Equivalent car space) required for different type of vehicles are given in Table
below:
Table 3: ECS required for different type of vehicles

Vehicle type

ECS

Car/taxi

1.00

Two Wheeler

0.25

Auto Rickshaw

0.50

Bicycle

0.10

Two wheelers

0.25

Trucks/Buses

2.5

Emergency Vehicles

2.5

Rickshaw

0.8
(URDPFI Guidelines Vol I, 2014)

3.3 The national urban transport policy (NUTP)
1. High parking fee should be charged in order to make the use of public transport
attractive.
2. The parking fee should reflect the value of the land that is occupied.
3. Public transport vehicles and non-motorized modes of transport should be given
preference in the parking space allocation. This along with easier access of work
places to and from such parking spaces can encourage the use of sustainable
transport systems.
4. Park and ride facilities for bicycle users with convenient interchange are a useful
measure.
5. Adopt graded scale of parking fee that recovers the economic cost of the land
used in such parking with the objective of persuading people to use public
transport to reach city centers.
6. The policy suggests that multilevel parking complexes should be made a
mandatory requirement in city centers that have several high-rise commercial
complexes and these can come up through public-private partnerships. These
would be encouraged to go in for electronic metering so that there is better
realization of parking fees to make the investments viable and also a better
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recovery of the cost of using valuable urban space in the parking of personal
motor vehicles.
7. In residential areas also, the policy suggests changes in byelaws to free the
public carriageway from parked vehicles impeding the smooth flow of traffic. It
suggests making provisions in the appropriate legislation to prevent the use of
right of way on road systems for parking purposes
(National urbaan transport policy)

3.4 Parking management principles
These ten general principles can help and guide in taking decisions to support
parking management.
1. Consumer choice: People should have viable parking and travel options.
2. User information: Motorists should have information on their parking and travel
options.
3. Sharing parking facilities should serve multiple users and destinations.
4. Efficient utilization: Parking facilities should be sized and managed so spaces are
frequently occupied.
5. Flexibility: Parking plans should accommodate uncertainty and change.
6. Prioritization: The most desirable spaces should be managed to favour higherpriority uses.
7. Pricing: As much as possible, users should pay directly for the parking facilities
they use.
8. Peak management:. Special efforts should be made to deal with peak-demand.
9. Quality vs. quantity: Parking facility quality should be considered as important as
quantity, including aesthetics, security, and accessibility and user information.
10. Comprehensive analysis: All significant costs and benefits should be considered
(Litman, Parking Management, 2012)
in parking planning.

3.5 Parking management benefits
1. Facility cost savings. Reduces costs to governments, businesses, developers
and consumers.
2. Improved quality of service. Many strategies improve user quality of service by
providing better information, increasing consumer options, reducing congestion
and creating more attractive facilities.
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3. More flexible facility location and design. Parking management gives
architects, designers and planners more ways to address parking requirements.
4. Revenue generation. Some management strategies generate revenues that can
fund parking facilities, transportation improvements, or other important projects.
5. Reduces land consumption. Parking management can reduce land
requirements and so helps to preserve green space and other valuable
ecological, historic and cultural resources.
6. Supports mobility management. Parking management is an important
component of efforts to encourage more efficient transportation patterns, which
helps reduce problems such as traffic congestion, roadway costs, pollution
emissions, energy consumption and traffic accidents.
7. Supports Smart Growth. Parking management helps create more accessible
and efficient land use patterns, and support other land use planning objectives.
8. Improved walkability. By allowing more clustered development and buildings
located closer to sidewalks and streets, parking management helps create more
walk able communities.
9. Supports transit. Parking management supports transit oriented development
and transit use.
10. Supports equity objectives. Management strategies can reduce the need for
parking subsidies, improve travel options for non-drivers, provide financial
savings to lower-income households, and increase housing affordability.
11. More livable communities. Parking management can help create more
attractive and efficient urban environments by reducing total paved areas,
allowing more flexible building design, increasing walkability and improving
parking facility design.
(Litman, Parking Management, 2012)

3.6 Smart growth
Smart growth (also called New Urbanism, Location Efficient Development and
Transit Oriented Development) is a general term for development policies that
result in more efficient transportation and land use patterns, by creating more
compact, development with multi-modal transportation systems (“Smart Growth,”
VTPI 2005).
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Smart growth supports and is supported by parking management. Parking
management reduces the amount of land required for parking facilities, reduces
automobile use and increases infill affordability. These land use patterns, in turn,
tend to reduce vehicle ownership and use, and so reduce parking requirements.
They allow more sharing of parking facilities, shifts to alternative modes, and
various types of parking pricing. Smart growth usually incorporates specific
parking management strategies, as indicated in Table 5. Effective parking
management is a key component of smart growth.
Table 4: Conventional and smart growth parking policy

Conventional Parking Policies

Smart Growth Parking Policies

Managed only for motorist convenience

Managed for transport system efficiency

Maximum parking supply

Optimal parking supply (not too little, not too

Prefers free parking

much)

Dedicated parking facilities

Prefers priced parking (user pays directly)

Favours
development

lower-density,

dispersed Shared parking facilities
Favours compact development.
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3.7 Paradigm shift
Old and New Parking Paradigms Compare
Table 5: Old and new parking paradigm
(Litman, Parking Management, 2012)

Old Parking Paradigm
“Parking

New Parking Paradigm

problem”

means There can be many types of parking problems,

inadequate parking supply.

including inadequate or excessive supply, too low or
high prices, inadequate user information, and
inefficient management.

Abundant parking supply is always Too much supply is as harmful as too little.
desirable.
Parking

should

generally

be As much as possible, users should pay directly for

provided free, funded indirectly, parking facilities.
through rents and taxes.
Parking should be available on a Parking should be regulated to favor higher priority
first-come basis.

uses and encourage efficiency.

Parking requirements should be Parking requirements should reflect each particular
applied rigidly, without exception or situation, and should be applied flexibly.
variation.
Innovation faces a high burden of Innovations should be encouraged, since even
proof and should only be applied if

unsuccessful experiments often provide useful

proven and widely accepted.

information.

Parking management is a last Parking management programs should be widely
resort,

to

be

applied

only

if applied to prevent parking problems.

increasing supply is infeasible.
“Transportation”

means

driving. Driving is just one type of transport. Dispersed,

Land use dispersion (sprawl) is automobile-dependent land use patterns can be
acceptable or even desirable.

undesirable.

Parking planning is undergoing a paradigm shift, a fundamental change in how a
problem is perceived and solutions evaluated. The old paradigm assumes that
parking should be abundant and free at most destinations. It strives to maximize
supply and minimize price. The old paradigm assumes that parking lots should
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almost never fill, that parking facility costs should be incorporated into the costs of
buildings or subsidized by governments, and that every destination should satisfy its
own parking needs.
The new paradigm strives to provide optimal parking supply and price. It considers
too much supply as harmful as too little, and prices that are too low as harmful as
those that are too high. The new paradigm strives to use parking facilities efficiently.
It considers full lots to be acceptable, provided that additional parking is available
nearby, and that any spillover problems are addressed. It emphasizes sharing of
parking facilities between different destinations. It favors charging parking facility
costs directly to users, and providing financial rewards to people who reduce their
parking demand.
The old paradigm tends to resist change. It places a heavy burden of proof on
innovation. The new paradigm recognizes that transport and land use conditions
evolve so parking planning practices need frequent adjustment. It shifts the burden
of proof, allowing new approached to be tried until their effectiveness (or lack
thereof) is proven.
The old paradigm results in predict and provide planning, in which past trends are
extrapolated to predict future demand, which planners then try to satisfy. This often
creates a self-fulfilling prophecy, since abundant parking supply increases vehicle
use and urban sprawl, causing parking demand and parking supply to ratchet further
upward, as illustrated in below figure,
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Cycle of automobile dependency

Figure 1: cycle of automobile dependency

Generous parking supply is part of a cycle that leads to increased automobile
dependency. Parking management can help break this cycle.

3.8 Case studies
3.8.1 Case study Delhi
Need for Parking Policy
Delhi is one of the few Metropolitan cities in the world where Parking in public
spaces is permitted – almost for “free”. This is virtually undemocratic since one
sector of society is subsidized to occupy public land for a private use, without
providing any benefits to the larger public.
Induced Demand
More Parking Provision for private modes creates more parking Demand and
induces people away from use of public transport, para-transport and non-motorized
modes. In addition, increased flow of cars to parking areas induces more traffic on
feeding roads and more congestion. As summarized in the February 2010 Report on
‘An Overview of Management Strategies’ by the Institute for Transportation &
Development Policy – “More parking reduces the cost of car use, which leads to
more car use and more demand for parking. The walking environment is undermined
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and the distance between destinations increases. Ultimately, this leads to lowered
densities within cities to a point where transit becomes inefficient. Street life and
public spaces cease to function the proposed Parking Management Policy is a
paradigm shift for Delhi where people are used to “almost free” parking.
Therefore a three-phase implementation strategy requiring coordination with
various stakeholder departments is proposed.
Policies would eventually need to be implemented, in order to achieve the desired
travel demand reduction goals.
Parking Management Framework is proposed for Delhi:
Enforcement Aided by Design and Technology
Parking space markings, numbering and signage-plan to be approved and
implemented as part of a comprehensive “Parking Management Plan”
Provision of parking meters is desirable. Parking lots, garages and on-street lots are
(with meters) to display total and real-time available parking spaces.
Reclaim street space from car parking for other needed public uses such as
cycling lanes, cycle rickshaw stands, Para-transport, widened sidewalks, hawker
zones or multi-utility zones. Provide designated short-term parking locations for
shoppers in commercial areas, wherever essential, but priced so as to ensure 85%
occupancy during peak hours and exponential increase in price with time.
Shopkeeper parking may be consolidated in park-and-walk locations within walking
or cycle-rickshaw distance from destinations.
“Park Once-and-Walk”/ “Park Once” / Shared Parking locations – As per market
demands, common shared parking facilities may be provided in dense, mixed land
use areas. Feeder modes like vans, circulators can be provided from these facilities
to all nearby destinations.
Curb Spillover Parking Impact in Residential areas – Spillover parking must be
prevented (through pricing and enforcement) as it may cause excessive congestion
within neighborhood streets making access difficult for emergency vehicles.
Park-and-Ride Facilities ONLY at terminal MRTS Stations or major Multimodal
Interchanges –
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Park and Ride areas to be provided only at terminal MRTS/BRTS Stations, so as to
reduce the number of commuters driving into central congested areas along highdemand corridors.
True Pricing of Parking - The supply of free or inexpensive parking at the final
destination is a key decision factor for people choosing to drive a personal vehicle,
rather than taking a bus, cycle-rickshaw, walk or carpool.
“All public parking locations must be priced by directly linking parking rates to
temporal demands, and providing financial incentives and prime parking spaces only
to preferred markets such as carpools, vanpools and short-term parkers. Surface
parking rates must reflect the opportunity cost of the land. The full cost of providing
structured parking in public places including the land-opportunity cost, capital cost,
and O&M costs – should be recovered from the user of the parking. Government
should not subsidize this cost.”
Variable Time-based Pricing – Differentiation in parking fees can be done
according to zone, peak hour demand, weekdays and weekends, etc. by charging
higher rates during peak hour, progressive increase in rates per hour. Market based
instruments can be used to reduce the impact of high parking rates like mall and
shop owners paying for parking and transferring the benefit to their customers etc.
Coordinated Off-Street and On-Street Pricing (customized to commercial and
residential areas)
The low pricing of on-street parking facilities leads to overcrowding at the curbside
and underutilization of off-street parking garages. Therefore, in locations where offstreet parking facilities exist, on-street parking should either be priced exponentially
high with time, or prohibited altogether for ease of enforcement.
TOD-based Parking Management Strategies
Provide parking caps in TOD Zones based on PTAL and/or distance from MRTS
Stations. Substantially replace ECS with cycle, Para-transport and HOV parking in
high PTAL zones. Enlist non-permissible uses within the TOD zones.
(Delhi Development Authority, October 2010)
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3.9 Global scenario
Leading cities around the world are using more efficient parking management and
the travel demand principles to address multiple problems and create more livable
and therefore attractive and economically vibrant, urban environments. Some key
examples are:
Hong Kong: parking provision is decided based on accessibility of an area.
Portland: Oregon overall cap of 40,000 parking spaces downtown. This increased
public transport usage from 20 to 30% in the 1970 to 48% in mid 1990s.
Seattle: allow a maximum of one parking space per 100square meters at down town
office.
San Francisco: limits parking to 7% of downtown building’s floor area.
New York: very high parking fees and limited parking supply lower car ownership far
below the US average.
Bogota: Removed limit on the fees charged by private parking companies. The
revenue goes to road maintenance and public transit improvement.
Shenzhen: Hike in parking fees during peak hours leads to 30% drop in the parking
demand.
Bremen: No free parking in the city center. Parking charges higher than public
transport cost.
Tokyo: Enforcement against parking violations cuts congestion drastically. Private
firms allowed issuing tickets for parking violations. This makes on street parking
expensive. Parking norms in CBD lower than Delhi…. (Like in Delhi 115 cars/1000
people allows 3ECS/100 sq.mt in commercial areas. And in Tokyo 400 cars/1000
people allows 0.5 ECS/100 sq.mt In CBD)
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Comparison of parking fees in European cities (On-street per hour, CBD) with costs
of single bus fare
“Parking fees should be higher than a single bus fare”.

(Manfred Breithaupt, 2008)

3.10 Literature review learning’s
Table 6: Literature review Learning's

NAME OF LITERATURE

LEARNING

The national urban transport High parking charge should be taken form
policy (nutp) 2006 states.
vehicle owner.
Public transport and non-motorized modes of
Parking policy as a travel demand transport should be given preference.
management strategy.
Parking management: strategies, Changes in bylaws to free the public
evolution and planning victoria carriageway from parked vehicles.
transport policy institute.
Private vehicle Parked on fully paid rented or
Parking policy in India: getting the owned private space.
principles right.
Parking as demand management tool
Europe’s parking u - turn: from Parking is consumer commodity, not a legal
accommodation to regulation.
right. Cost of parking based on land
opportunity cost, capital cost, O&M costs and
URDPFI,
temporal demand.
IRC CODE,
TCPO GIDELINE
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new Existing parking lot utilized to highest efficiency
and financial viability.

Case studies of developed and Short term parker must be prioritized over long
term parker.
developing countries - cities
Parking standard based on ECS.

STUDY FRAMEWORK
4.1 Need of study
1. A 2006 study by the Central Road Research Institute in New Delhi estimated
that typical vehicle stays parked 95% of the time while in 4% steering time in
year. Each car needs/ occupies an average of three different parking locations
in the city every day. Each car effectively consumes 69 sq.mt. of land every
day, most of which is public land. (Delhi Development Authority, October 2010)
2. Increase in car holdings.
3. Increase in traffic every year by 18-20%
4. Increase in rate of growth of vehicles and their usage in urban areas have
resulted parking space demand.(average 1 to 1.2 lakh vehicle increase in city
Vadodara)
5. The New trend of use of buildings having higher concentration of people of
like shopping malls, multiplexes adopted the provisions for commercial use of
building, and their parking requirements.
6. Parking requirements since last three decades has not changed in statutory
GDCR.(GDCR1994 and 2006), but there are various changes in the parking
requirements as CGDCR 2017 which are shown in 3.1 page no. 13 .
7. Violations in parking.
8. Adverse impact of regularization of unauthorized development act.
9. Insufficient mass transportation facilities increase more vehicles on road.
10. Local Govt. Fail to develop parking lots.
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4.2 Aim
To assess the parking requirement for various land/building uses and its strategic
solution in Vadodara.

4.3 Objectives
1. To carry out ground survey of parking for various uses/ activities to study the
misuse and abuse of the parking spaces.
2. To study the statutory parking requirement for various building/land uses for city
center and other area.
3. To analysis the hardships created by statutory requirements.
4. To suggest measure to overcome the issues in present statutory provision.

4.4 Flow chart of methodology

4.5 Methodology
The following methodology was adopted in the study.
1. Review of available reports and plans: Study of available reports, plans, survey
data and statistics related to parking in Baroda were identified, compiled and
reviewed. The parking codes and practices were studied. In addition, the relevant
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agencies and government departments were contacted for collection of
secondary sources of information.
2. Conduct surveys: The procedure adopted for various parking surveys is
explained in the below paragraphs.
Parking space (supply) survey: Where individual spaces were not defined using
road markings (i.e. in uncontrolled areas), the number of spaces provided is
based upon the assumption that each space is 2.5m*5m for four wheelers and
0.8*2.5m for two wheelers.
Parking survey: Parking accumulation survey was conducted simultaneously with
the willingness to pay survey. The registration plate method was used to collect
the data for all the categories of vehicles on the typical working day for the period
of ten hours from 9:00am to 8:00pm at an hour interval.
Questioner survey: The length of each questioner was designed to no longer than
10min. The survey was conducted during the peak hours which are 11:00–03:00
and 4:00–08:00.
3. Analysis of data and inferences: Data obtained from all the parking surveys was
analyzed in terms of computation of various parking characteristics, especially
parking accumulation, parking duration, parking index, parking turn over ,need for
off street parking and opinion of the commuters for acceptance of different
parking management plans. Inferences were drawn based on the analysis of the
data. Parking and opinion of the commuters for acceptance of different parking
management plans. Inferences were drawn based on the analysis of the data.
4. Suggestions and recommendations: The data analysis and the inferences drew
helped in providing certain suggestions and recommending certain measures to
control the problem of parking in the area.

4.6 Scope
1. Scope will be limited to the representative cases of each uses.
2. Requirement of the parking have been work out as per actual count which may
vary during uncontrolled situation.
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4.7 limitation
1. The study will be limited to different type of one or two building which is
attempted to represent the city trend.
2. Impact of virtual market on parking requirement has not been considered.
3. Impact of transit oriented development not studied.
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DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS
5.1 Data collection matrix
Table 7: Data collection matrix

List of data

Agency/source

Primary data
• Questionnaire survey
of Users group
• Interview:
Builders,
Engineers,
Architects,
etc….
• Survey of parking space Different
during peak and non- Vadodara
peak hours/holidays.

places

Objectives

of

To study the demand and
supply of the parking spaces.
To study the statutory
parking
requirement
for
various building/land uses for
city center and other area.

Secondary data
Demographic data
• Population
GDCR of
other cities

Vadodara

Vehicle data
Parking lots develop
authority and private.
Vehicle toeing

Census

To analyze the hardships
created
by
statutory
requirements.

and VUDA

R.T.O

To suggest measure to
overcome the issues in
present statutory provision.

by Transportation

Land price

Traffic branch of
department of police
Land revenue department

Transportation VITCOS

R.T.O

Passing drawing of selected V.M.C/VUDA
building

For achieving the objectives, above given list of data has been collected and
analysed at different stages of research work.
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5.2 Vadodara city profile
Vadodara also known as Baroda formerly, is the third largest city in terms of
population in the Western Indian State of Gujarat, after Ahmedabad and Surat. It is
the administrative headquarters of Vadodara District and is located on the banks of
the Vishwamitri River, 141 kilometers from the state capital Gandhinagar. Both the
railway line and NH8 (national highway 8) that connect Delhi and Mumbai pass
through Vadodara.
As of 2011, Vadodara had a population of almost 2 million people and is on the list of
the top ten fastest developing cities of India. The city is home to the Lakshmi Vilas
Palace, once owned by the royal Gaekwad dynasty of the Marathas. It is also the
home of the Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda (Vadodara), the largest
university in Gujarat. An important industrial, cultural and educational hub of western
India, the city houses several institutions of national and regional importance while
its

major

industries

include

petrochemicals,

engineering,

pharmaceuticals, plastics, IT and foreign exchange services.

No Sector

Till 2019

1

VUDA limits

714.56 sq.km

2

VMC limits

160 sq.km

3

Population 2011

1,725,371

4

Sex-ratio

920m

5

Literacy rate

81.44%

6

Work force

33.87%

7

No of house hold

541000

8

Average density

11,021/ sq.km

9

Total wards

12

10

Total road length

Pucca- 84305 km
Kutchha-172.718km

Figure 2: City profile
( (i) Census, 2011, Government of India (ii) Physical land use survey by MURP, 2014)

chemicals,
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Vadodara became a metropolis in 1991, along with seven other cities across the
country by crossing the one-million population mark. The corporation limits have
changed and outgrowths have emerged as areas comprising of all the facilities
around the corporation limits; forming an urban agglomeration. The growth of the
corporation can be seen by the following tableTable 8: Corporation population trend and growth rate

Census

status

Population

year

Area

Density

(sq.km)

(people/sq.mt)

1961

M

295,144

34.42

8669

1971

MC

466,669

78.13

5973

1981

MC

734,473

108.22

6787

1991

MC

1,031,346

108.22

9530

2001

MC

1,306,035

10822

12068

2011

MC

1,670,806

159.3

10488

X 1000

(Census, 2011)
Population projection

3500

3226

3000

2766

POPULATION

2500

2371

2000
1500
1000
500
0

2652
2273

1949
1670.806
1,306
1031.346
734.473
466.696
295.144

1.5 growth
rate
3.5 growth
rate

1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011 2021 2031 2041 YEAR

Figure 3: Population projection

As per the Census records, the population trends show that the continuously
increasing population can be seen along with the fact that the rate of growth in each
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decade is decreasing. The maximum growth rate was achieved from the years 1971
to 1981. This can be connected with the fact that there had been sudden industrial
establishments. The establishment of large industrial units in a region automatically
brings into existence a number of smaller enterprises. Recently the trends show
decreasing rate of growth with 24.17 % as calculated for the decade from 2001 to
2011.

5.3 vehicle data
Vadodara city is well connected by an expressway, national and state highways, the
broad-gauge and meter-gauge railways and an airport. The city transportation
system is predominantly dependent on roadway systems. Vehicular growth has been
increased at the rate of 8.5%. The road network is experiencing heavy congestion.
Consequently air pollution has become severe.

5.3.1Total vehicles in VMC limit
Total vehicle in vmc limit
3000000
2493282

vehicle

2500000
2000000
1500000
1000000

2348244
2205142
2071123
1930858
1799046
1673882
1538259
1409526
1301156
1198413

total vehicle

500000
0

GROWTH RATE
=8.5

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

year

Figure 4: Vehicle projection in VMC limit
(RTO, 2015)

As per the RTO record Within the VMC limit in 2010 total vehicles were 1,100,037. In
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 vehicle incising 1301156, 1409526, 1538259 and
1673882 with respected year. So in 2021 total vehicle will be incising 2,493,282 by
the average growth rate of 8.5%.
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5.3.2Type of vehicle in VMC limit
Type of the vehicle
Passenger Goods
4%
1%

3-W
3%

others
0%

4-W
16%

2-W
76%

Figure 5: Type of vehicle in Vmc limit in 2015
(RTO, 2015)

Within the VMC limit out of total vehicles there are 76% two wheeler, 16% four
wheeler, 3% three wheeler, 4% goods, and 1% passenger vehicles are in year 2015.

x1000

NO OF VEHICLE

TYPES OF VEHICLE
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

2-W
3-W
4-W
Passenger
Goods
others
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

YEAR
Figure 6: Type of vehicle increasing per year in VMC limit

As per the RTO record purchase of vehicles out of total vehicles, 92% of vehicles are
purchased in urban centers. Chart shows the growth pattern of various segments of
vehicle in Vadodara in the last four years. Bellow table shows the per year type of
vehicles increasing.
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Table 9: Per year increasing Vehicles

year

2-W

3-W

4-W

Passenger Goods others

2011

912650

36602 189073 9240

50717

1119

2012

991166

39794 204915 10218

54872

1179

2013

1074039 42465 221880 11210

59635

1285

2014

1169017 46328 243058 12661

66706

1477

2015

1263773 50262 270537 14124

74396

1778

(RTO, 2015)

Growth rate of vehicle

NO OF VEHICLEX 1000

1500

GROWTH

1000

2-W 8.5

3-W 8.25

500

0

4-W 9.33

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015 YEAR

Figure 7: Growth of type of vehicle in VMC limit

In Vadodara, within the VMC limit, the average growth rate of two wheelers, four
wheeler and three wheelers

increases by 8.5% ,9.33% and 8.25% per year

simultaneously. In short, every year 1.2 lakh vehicles are increasing in Vadodara.
Which indicates that the demand of the parking is increasing drastically.

5.4 Vehicle Towing data
Vehicles in no parking zones at Mandvi Four Gate, Raopura, R C Dutt road,
Laheripura, dandia bazaar, racecourse circle, S T Depot, Sardar Patel Statue,
Fateganj area are to be collected by towing. This type of vehicles towing activity is
done by traffic police.
Traffic branch department of police Vadodara, has staff of 36 employees for control
and management of traffic in the city. Vehicle towing is done by 6 cranes. Fee/fine
Charge for releasing the vehicle is Rs.160/- per vehicle. Time of towing the vehicle is
9am to 21 pm. Average vehicles which are towed per day are 360. In 2015, revenue
collected from charging fine from no parking zone is Rs. 21,024,000. Among total
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tow vehicles; 97% are two wheelers and 3% are three and four wheelers. Total
collection from all type of fines for violation of traffic rules in Vadodara was
Rs.64,000,970/-.in the year of 2014.
(police, 2015)

5.5 Parking lots developed by authority in Vadodara

5

Figure 8: Parking lots developed by authority

The parking facilities available in the city are inadequate and City has primarily ‘onstreet’ parking prevalent on all major corridors abutting commercial and residential
mix. Off-street parking is rather limited and provided near Railway Station area and
Mandvi Area i.e. the CBD area. Major arterial roads like RC Dutt Road, Old Padra
Road etc. are witnessing large-scale development of shopping plaza and very few of
them provide parking facilities commensurate to the demand. The resultant demand
is being forcibly occupied ‘on-street’. So it is proved that if sufficient parking is
provided than public is ready to pay parking charges.
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The inventory of parking locations with characteristics is presented in table which is
in annexure. (Vadodara mahanagar seva sadan, 2011)

5.6 Revenue map of Vadodara

Figure 9: Revenue map of Vadodara

Jantri Rates is a document containing the market rates stipulated by Land Revenue
Department, Government of Gujarat, of immovable properties, for the purpose of
registration during the process of buy/sale/transfer. Total value of any specific
property and stamp duty payable during buy/sale of that property, is calculated on
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the basis of the specified rate known as “Jantri Rates” in the state of Gujarat. This
rate is generally area and location specific and differs based on area and location of
the property. All taxes, revenue payable at the state level or central level are
calculated on the basis of “Jantri Rates”.

5.7 Transportation data of Vadodara

Figure 10: Public transport network
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Subsequently, Vadodara Mahanagar Seva Sadan (VMSS) decided to privatize the
public transport in the city to offer better mobility service in the city. By Government
procedure Vadodara Mahanagar Seva Sadan published tender notice in Feb 2008,
for privatization of city bus services that should be operated only by CNG. Operate
the city bus services with a fleet of about 67 buses. There are about 32 bus routes
operated at 5 to 8 minute frequency from City Bus terminal opposite Railway station.
Table 10: Operational characteristics of vitcos/vinayk

Sr.no Parameters
Bus Operator
1

Statistics/Information
Vinayak / VITCOS

2

Type of Operator

Private Operator

3

140 buses

4

Number of Bus
No. of Bus Routes

5

Geographical Coverage

VMSS Limit

6

Operating
Vehicles(Vehicle – km/day)

7

Passenger carried Per Day by all 85000 to 100000
buses

31
distance 10785

Number of Bus stops

104 Modern Bus stops
and old GSRTC Bus stops

8
9

Number &
Terminals

location

of

Bus One - Opposite Railway Station

Fare Structure
10

2 rupees for initial 0-2 km
additional 1 rupees for every 2 km route
stage

11
12

13

14
15

Headways (Frequency)

10-20 Minutes

Service

17 Hours (5:40 A.M to 10:40 P.M)

Period
Concession on Fares

50 % Concession for students and 20
% for senior citizens & daily users

Fleet Utilization (%)

86 %
(78 buses on Road + 10 % standby)

Total No. of Drivers & Conductors

250
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Buses

under

warranty

periods.

Maintenance done by bus manufacture
companies

18

GPS/Other ITS System

Yes, some has

19

Typical Route speed

20-25 kmph

Service reliability

Frequency of Bus routes is 10-20

20

minutes. The coverage of the routes
planned to be expanded in VUDA area.

(Vadodara mahanagar seva sadan, 2011)
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5.7.1Potential travel demand

Map shows travel demand of road. Red line represents high travel demand on
R.C.Dutt road, Jetalpur road, Dr. V.S Marg road, race course road, Dandia bazar.
Race course area consists of commercial activity and these roads are connected to
residential area. So the travel demand of these roads is relatively high. Dandia bazar
area consists of mixed land use where commercial use is higher than residential and
other uses. Also, Raopura road and Rajmahal road is having relatively less travel
demand.
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Peak hour journey on major road network

Figure 11: Peak hour journey on major road network

Peak hour is a part of the day during which traffic congestion on roads and crowding
on public transport is at its highest. This image depicts the peak hour journey on
major road network of Vadodara. Red, Blue, Purple and green lines are indicate
speed of vehicle respectively less than 10,10-20,20-30 and more than 30.
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Primary data
5.8 Questionnaire Survey

Figure 12: Location map of questioner survey

The map shows the questionnaire survey is carried out from different locations of
Vadodara like Gorwa, Sama, Harni, Karelibaug, Kamatibaug, Shubhanpura, Akshar
chowk, and Manjhalpur etc., To take public views and opinion regarding parking
problems and get involved in the process of development. Two different
questionnaires are prepared for professional practicing architects and builders. Total
350 sample surveys are carried out in which 64% male and 36% female, also
different income group of people are covered.
Question-answer of questionnaire
First part of questionnaire is directly related to parking issue. Where and ar what time
people face this issue and which factor they give preference while parking their
vehicles. Second part is related to pricing for parking and last part about public
transport.
Are there enough parking spaces in your resident and working premises?
Residential
Working

Yes
37.7%
31.1%

No
62.3%
68.9%
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1. Are you able to find a space to park without too much difficulty?
yes
31.56%
6.93%
14.13%
66.18%

Residential
Non residential
Free on street
Pay and park

No
35.1%
70.43%
61.70%
18.54%

Some times
33.33%
22.62%
24.46%
15.22%

Then what Time
Regular
days
weekends

Morning
27.40%

afternoon
17.40%

Evening
45.55%

Night
9.63%

6.64%

2.3%

76.17%

14.8%

2. Are you happy with the current parking situation?
Yes
90.5%

No
9.5%

3. What is most important to you when choosing where to park from the list below?
(Please number in priority, 1 is for highest priority and 4 is for lowest. Use each priority
number once only)
priority
Security
convenience
Quality
Cost

1
68.8
22.5
7.9
8.8

2
15.6
51.4
12.9
20.5

3
8.2
17.1
39.6
29.3

4
7.4
8.9
39.6
41.3

4. Which is your primary mode of travel for errands, such as grocery shopping?
Bicycle
Two wheeler
Four wheeler
Public transport
Walk

7.3%
72.5%
2.9%
2.5%
14.8%

5. If parking charges are taken from you then will youl use private vehicle?
Yes
No

58.5%
41.5%

6. If yes than Up to what level you will pay parking charge per hour?
3 Rs.
5 Rs.
10 Rs.

51.1%
32.7%
16.2%
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7. Parking charges can reduce the parking requirements?
Yes
No

68.6%
31.4%

8. Are you prepared to pay parking charges if you get assured parking space?
Yes
No

21.2%
78.8%

9. How do you think the parking service should pay for its running costs /

maintenance? (Please number in priority, 1 is highest priority and 2 is lowest. Use each
priority Number once only)
Public transport
Parking lot

58%
42%

10. Have you ever travelled in Vitcos / Vinayaka?
Yes
No

38.4%
61.6%

11. If NO, What are the reasons that you do not prefer for public transportation?
Non availability of buses
25.1%
Buses are available, but lack of 20.7%
knowledge
Due to high congestion
26.4%
Not need
27.8%

12. Would you shift to Public Transport if reliable services are provided?
Yes
No

84.9%
51.1%

Summary: 90.5% people are facing parking problem. 70.43% people are facing

parking issue in commercial area. While choosing the parking space first priority is
given to security, second priority is given to convenience, third priority is given to
quality and at least priority is given to price by people. If reliable parking service is
provided then, 58.5 % people are ready to pay parking charges. By taking parking
charges 40% parking demand may reduce. If sufficient public transport is provided
than

84.9%

people

are

ready

to

use

public

transport.
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5.9 Building survey

Figure 13: Location map for building survey for parking demand

Criteria of selecting buildings for parking demand survey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Road width
Location
Users
Busy road
Commercial hub
Deteriorated character
Apart from that demand for parking and its daily variation
The supply and type of parking facilities
The demand-supply relation throughout the day
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Sterling hospital

Figure 14: Passing drawing & Building use surrounding sterling hospital

Sterling is a multispecialty hospital providing 24 hour service. Sterling staff works in
three shifts which are 8 am to 2 pm, second shift is 2pm to 8pm and third shift is 8pm
to 8am. So there is constant parking demand on account of the staff. This building is
situated on 30mt wide road surrounded by commercial and residential buildings. Inox
cinema is situated on the opposite road of this building which has further increased
on street parking demand.
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On street - off street vehicle park
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Figure 15: Number of Vehicle Park in on street & off street at starling hospital
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No of vehicle

Vehicle park in off street
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Figure 16: Number and type of vehicle off Street Park in starling hospital
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Figure 17: Number and type of vehicle park in on street at starling hospital

In off Street to meet the parking demand they use the common plot as well as
internal road margins as parking. Basement parking is only for staff. Parking usage is
increased during 11am,3 pm and during the 6pm. After 6 pm vehicles are decreasing
from parking lot. There is only four wheeler parking on-street. Required and
permissible as per GDCR is shown in below table:
Table 11: As per GDCR requirement of sterling hospital

Plot area

2257 sq.mt

Total floor area

3705sq.mt

Total parking area as per GDCR

1111.5sq.mt

Provided parking area

1140sq. Mt

Actual space used for parking

1248sq.mt

off street
on street

140sq.mt
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total space used for parking

1388sq.mt

Demand for parking space

520 sq.mt
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Total plot size of the plot is 2257sq.mt and as per GDCR 30% parking of,
commercial of the total built up area is required, as per passing drawing they
provide 30% parking for commercial built up but the parking demand is high
so common plot, margins and internal roads are occupied as parking including
the on street parking space. Hence, parking demand is 520 sq.mt.

Vadodara central mall

Figure 18: Passing drawing & Building use surrounding central mall

Vadodara central mall is situated on 30 mt. wide road near Genda circle. The
opening time of the mall is 11am and the staff comes in three shifts (11am, 12pm,
and 1pm). The buildings surrounding the mall are all of the same scale where
parking demand is high and also this street is highly commercialized.
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Figure 19: Number of Vehicle Park in on street and off street at central mall
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Figure 20: Number and type of vehicle park in off street in central mall
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Figure 21: Number and type of vehicle park in on street at central mall

The graphs show that in the morning till 11 am parking space is fully empty, after that
parking lot slowly starts getting occupied by the staff and some visitors. Starting from
4pm to closing time of the mall the parking lot is fully occupied. On the street majority
of four wheelers are parked. During evening time parking demand is high in both off
street and on street. Required and permissible as per GDCR is shown in below
table:
Table 12: As per GDCR requirement of central mall

Plot area

7701.71 sq.mt

Total floor area

11632sq.mt

Total parking area as per GDCR

3489.6sq.mt

Provided parking area

4033 sq. mt

Actual space used for parking off street

4510sq.mt

on street

300sq.mt
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total space used for parking

4810q,mt

Demand for parking space

1321 sq.mt
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Total size of the plot is 7701.71sq.mt and as per GDCR 30% parking space of
total built-up is required, AS per passing drawing they provide above 30%
parking which is 4033sq.mt. in addition to that they use the common plot as a
parking, also marginal space is used for parking but the parking demand is
high at the evening time so the on street parking is full at that time.parking
demand including both on street and off street is 4810.so demand of parking
space is 1321sq.mt.

Center point

Figure 22: Passing drawing & Building use surrounding center point

The building is situated on the R.C. Dutt road, Alkapuri. The road is fully
commericalized area. On this road, the traffic congestion is very high and the parking
demand is also high. This building is just beside national plaza. Center point is also a
commerical building having basement parking. The basement is not very well
maintained and the entrance of the basement is not easily found, also basement
parking is reserved for staff only. The VMC has provided free on street parking for
four wheeler due to high parking demand.

No. of vehicle
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Figure 23:Number of Vehicle Park in on street and off street at center point
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Figure 24: Number and type of vehicle park in off street in center point
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Figure 25: Number and type of vehicle park in on street at center point

Till 9 am when the market is not open, the traffic is not high but after that it gradually
increases and at 11 a.m. the parking is fully occupied. The graphs shows that at the
afternoon time around 1 pm the vehicle rush is low but at the evening time the
hawkers and customers both increases so parking demand graph goes up.
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Plot area

4334sq.mt

Total floor area

14576sq.mt

Total parking area as per GDCR

4372.8sq.mt
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Actual space used for parking
off street

2913sq.mt

on street

470sq.mt

total space used for parking

3383sq.mt

Demand for parking space

989sq.mt

Table 13: As per GDCR requirement of center point

The plot size of the site is 4334sq.mt. As per the GDCR 30% of the built up area are
required for the commercial building. The current parking demand is high so they
have to use marginal space as a parking. Also the visitor’s vehicles are not allowed
in the legal parking of the site.so they must have to park their vehicle on the street.so
actual space used as parking is 3383sq.mt.so demand of the parking space is
989sq.mt.

7 seas mall

Figure 26: Passing drawing & Building use surrounding seven seas mall

The mall is located on the 40mt wide ring road near fatehgunj fly-over. It has food
court, super store, garment shops and also a four screen multiplex. In this building
250 staff works for different shops and food court. Working hour of the mall is 11am
to 10 pm. The surrounding land use of the building is residential area, public garden,
mix use building and commercial building are located.Over bridge is passing through
in front of the building so underbridge space is used as parking sapce and also in the
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sevenseas parking charge is taken from visitors for two wheeler it is 10 rs and for

No of vehicle

four wheeler it is 20 rs.
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Figure 27: Number of Vehicle Park in on street & off street at seven seas mall
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Figure 28: Number and type of vehicle park in off street at seven seas mall

Time
Figure 29: Number and type of vehicle park in on street at seven seas

The above graph shows that parking demand is increased during the evening time in
both off street and on street. Graph also shows that on street parking is majorly
occupied illegally by rickshaws.
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Plot area

5015.3sq.mt

Total floor area

14686sq.mt

Total parking area as per GDCR

5035.6sq.mt

Provided parking area

7064sq.mt
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Actual space used for parking
off street

5355sq.mt

on street

0000sq.mt

total space used for parking

5355sq,mt

Demand for parking space

+1709sq.mt

Table 14:As per GDCR requirement of seven seas mall

The plot size of the site is 5015.3sq.mt. As per the GDCR 30% of the built up area is
required for the commercial building and for multiplex 1 sq.mt per seat parking area
is required. There are1170 seats in multiplex. Higher than the parking standard
parking space is provided and parking demand is low since most of the two-wheelers
are parked under the flyover since it is free of cost. while parking demand is low
which is in surplus space is 1709sq.mt.
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CONCLUSION
1. Parking demand does not match with statutory GDCR.

2. The provision of GDCR depends on total built up area irrespective of actual
demand.
3. Development control regulations are limited to percentage of parking
requirements which is rigid and they don’t change with demand/development. It
is also limited to the premises to be developed.
4. Regulations of unauthorized construction have added road parking.
5. There is a violation of regulations at religious places & government buildings.
6. The hardships created by statutory requirements. Few streets in inner city have
4 to 5 feet (1 to 1.5mts) height of plinth. Narrow streets having no accessibility
for four wheelers.
For example: In inner city if 4mt wide and 6mt deep commercial properties
abutting on main road with two floors is rebuilt to require 21.6 sq.mt parking area
where parking is not possible neither in the basement nor on upper floors
because of improper gradient.
7. The parking spaces provided in the buildings are not utilized because of
inconvenience like poor gradients of access for basement parking; level
difference of flooring, hording and kiosks, hawkers and chattels acquires parking
space, air condition duct and solid waste containers, Misuse of parking space
while people’s choice is mostly for front parking. People do not prefer basement
parking. Some basement parking is water logged with bed smell without lighting
and air ventilation.
8. Absent of mass transportation facilities make citizens for compulsory use of
personalize transportation.
.
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RECOMMENDATION
7.1 Short term

1. On street parking pricing should be introduced on the roads where there is heavy
congestion, and has potential travel demand corridors.
2. Given priority to short term parker, Parking on roads should be charged.
Provision of parking meters is desirable. Parking lots and on-street lots are (with
meters) to display total and real-time available parking spaces.
3. Revenue should be used to improve enforcement, security, maintenance and
mobility management program that encourage use of alternative modes and
public transport & most importantly the power of collection of revenue generation
should be owned by VMC.
.

7.2 Long term

1. Revenue should be used to develop new parking lots as per demand in to the
city.
2. Multi storey parking should be introduced.
3. Cross subsides should be given to citizen.

7.2.1. Forming VMC Traffic cell (Policy 1)
The Municipal Commissioner shall form a “Traffic Cell” within VMC. It shall be
headed by Director (Traffic) of the rank of Executive Engineer/ Senior Town
Planner or above. A team of Traffic Enforcement Officers (TEOs) shall be
appointed and shall report to the Director. All cases of parking violations in VMC
area shall be monitored by TEOs through frequent surveys.
VMC shall declare the permitted and prohibited areas for parking. No parking area s
shall be defined for smooth flow of people and vehicles. The places for parking of
different kinds of vehicles and the rules shall be prominently displayed in local
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newspapers and published in the official gazette. Leaving a motor vehicle at rest in
any public place in such a way as to cause or likely to cause danger, obstruction or
undue inconvenience to other road users will be considered an offence. Such
vehicles can be towed away or clamped by the VMC.
VMC shall determine the towing and fining charges. The charges for towing and
the offence shall be borne by the defaulter. Traffic Enforcement Officers of VMC
shall have the authority to tow away and/ or clamp vehicles which violate parking
norms. Towing vehicles and/ o r clamps shall be procured by the Director. The
vehicle shall be unclamped after the correct fine has been deposited to the TEO.
In case of towing, the vehicle shall be removed to the nearest impound lot and
released after the correct fine has been de posited to the TEO.
Private agencies can be appointed through transparent and competitive bidding
process for collection of fees, penalties, towing and no parking charges in the
city. VMC shall ensure that all on-street parking areas, parking lots under bridges
and flyovers, parking lots in municipal plots are clearly marked and easily
identified. Specifically, the following standards shall be followed:

1 On street parking spaces shall be designed as per IRC:SP:12:2015
2 Boundaries of all on-street parking spaces will be marked by white line as
indicated in IRC:35-1997
3 Signage will be used for marking parking and no parking areas as per
IRC:67-2001.
4 10% of all parking space – off street or on street – shall be reserved for
senior citizens and people with disabilities.
VMC will follow certain guidelines while defining no parking areas. These will include:
1 Prohibition of parking for at least 75 m from all junctions.
2

Prohibition of parking at least 10 m from all zebra crossings.

To bring clarity to road users, VMC shall begin a process of demarcating onstreet parking areas. All roads with Row greater than 24m shall be taken up first,
followed by 12 – 24 m and finally less than 12m.
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7.2.2. Charging for Parking (Policy 2)
Calculation of parking charges
Land price 30000 Rs/sq.mt
Bank interest @ 10% so, 3000rs/year
3000/365=8.2 Rs per day
8.2/12=0.68rs/sq.mt
For 4 wheeler = 0.68 x 12.5 (area for 4 wheeler parking 5x2.5) = 8.56rs/1 - 4wheeler
For 2 wheeler = 0.68 x 2 (area for 2 wheeler parking 2x1) = 1.36 Rs/1-2 wheeler
Worker salary = 10000/month
Instrument cost=2.5 lakh
Table 15: calculation of parking charges for two and four wheeler

4 wheeler

2 wheeler

Land cost

8.56

1.36

Congestion cost

5

1

Instrument cost

0.26

0.02

Worker salary

0.85

0.27

Maintenance cost

1

0.08

Total

15.67

~16rs

2.73

~3rs

Congestion cost
Average income of person 500 Rs/ 8 hr
So, in 1 minute = 0.69 Rs
If 80,000 vehicles pass in 12 hour
So in 1 hr 6,666 vehicle pass through on road and if the speed of vehicle is 30
km/hr,1 minute is required for 0.5 km distance
So, for 1 km = 2min required
If person is late by one minute than 3 minute is required for 1 km because of
congestion.
111.1vehicle pass through in one minute.
So total loss 76.59 Rs x 60 minute
4595.4rs /hr
Rs 2.59 for two wheeler and for four wheeler Rs7.17
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Road

Jantri
rate

Two
wheel
er
Char
ges
in
RS/hr

four
wheeler
Charges
in RS/ hr

Akota road

30000

3

15

Race course

40000

3

20

O.P road

30000

3

15

Dr v.s marg

35000

3

15

R.C dutt road

35000

4

20

Tilak road

30000

4

15

Panigate

30000

4

15

M.G road

30000

4

15

Rajmahel road

25000

3

15

Dandya bajar

30000

4

15

Muktanand

20000

2

13

Vinoba bhave

30000

3

15

15000

2

10

35000

3

15

lalbhadur
road
v.i.p road

shastri

By over lapping, link flow diagram, potential travel demand corridors, peak hour
journey on major road network and also the frequency of public transport
on roads the below road are identified for introducing the pricing for parking. Table
shows identified road name and there pricing according to the land cost as per
jantri/revenue survey map

Benefit to society
Public response to parking policy as a demand management tool is still very
lukewarm because its Benefits for both car owners and non-car users as well as for
city environment are not well understood. Parking if managed well can also dampen
the demand for parking and restrain car usage.
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Car user will benefit:
Reduces traffic chaos; Car users can have more reliable and predictable advance
information about availability of parking spaces that can reduce cruising time.
Efficient billing makes payment more transparent and accurate. If short term parking
is managed well then the chances of finding a space for quick errands improves and
reduces waiting and cruising time as well as fuel spent on cruising. This decreases
traffic chaos due to indiscriminate on-street parking. Smoother parking also reduces
social tension, road rage and law and order incidences.
Non-car user will benefit:
Well managed parking will help to protect footpaths and allow barrier free walking,
frees up public spaces for cycle tracks, rickshaw parking, auto-rikshaw parking, play
grounds and also improves access to bus-stops. Improve safety of children, women
and elderly people. Well managed common parking can make it easier for
emergency vehicles like ambulances, fire trucks, police, etc. to reach all homes/
offices/ buildings. Removal of cars from the shopping frontage improves visibility and
access to shops for more customers, improves shopping experience, and increases
throughput of customers. Walk able neighborhood fosters mixed use, improves
overall environment, green areas and public recreational spaces.
Urban local bodies to benefit:
Revenue generation is used for other infrastructure project.
Public health and climate benefits:
Paid and restricted but well managed parking can reduce car use/ dependency
which can reduce air pollution and congestion in the city. Air pollution is already
taking heavy toll due to respiratory diseases like asthma, cardiac problems. Long
term exposure to high air pollution levels can lead to increased occurrence of
cancers. Noise level lead to stress and disease. Global experience shows that when
parking policy is designed as a travel demand management it reduces car usage and
therefore congestion, air emissions as well as fuel use.
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ANNEXURE 1

Legal Provisions for Parking
The following chapter contains provisions from different Acts and Rules pert
aining to parking enforcement. The documents that have been reviewed are:

THE GPMC ACT

Initially framed as the Bombay Provincial Municipalities Act in 1949, it was
amended in 2015. It was “An Act to provide for the establishment of Municipal
Corporations for certain cities in the Province of Bombay”. The following sections
pertain to parking, encroachments, authority of the Commissioner and other
issues that could be linked to parking and its enforcement.

Section 63: Matters to be provided for by the Corporation

4. Construction, maintenance, alteration and improvement of public
streets, bridges, subways, culverts, causeways and the like.
19. The removal of obstructions and projections in or upon streets, bridges
and other public places.
Sub section 4 mentions the duties of the Corporation relating to streets. It does
not address parking. However, in sub-section 19, par king could be considered
as an ‘obstruction’ upon the street and could give the Corporation the authority to
remove it. This sub section does not mention the process of removal – with or
without notice.

Section 208: Power to prohibit use of public streets for certain kinds of traffic:
(1) It shall be lawful for the Commissioner with the sanction of the Corporation
to(a) prohibit vehicular traffic in any particular public street vesting in the
Corporation so as to prevent danger, obstruction or inconvenience to the
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public by fixing up posts at both ends of such street or portion of such
street;
(b) prohibit in respect of all public streets, or particular public streets, the
transit of any vehicle of such form, construction, weight or size or laden
with such heavy or unwieldy objects as may be deemed likely to cause
injury to the roadways or any construction thereon, or risk or obstruction to
other vehicles or to pedestrians along or over such street or streets,
except under such conditio ns as to time, mode of traction or locomotion,
us e of appliances for protection of the roadway, number of lights and
assistants, and other general precautions and the payment of special
charges as may be specified by the commissioner generally or specially in
each case.
(2) Notices of such prohibitions as are imposed under sub-section (1)
shall be posted up in conspicuous places at or near both ends of the
public streets or portions thereof to which they relate, unless such
prohibitions apply generally to all public streets.”
Section 230: Prohibition of deposit, etc. of things in streets
1. No person shall, except with the written permission of the Commissioner
(a) place or deposit upon any street, or upon any open channel,
drain or well in any street or in any public place any stall, chair,
bench, box, ladder, bale, or other thing whatever so as to form an
obstruction thereto or encroachment thereon;
This section lays down that objects left unattended on the street without a permit,
are to be treated as encroachments. However, parking is not mentioned as one
of the objects. It also does not discuss removal of such objects.
Section 231:Commissioner may, without notice, remove anything erected,
deposited or hawked or exposed for sale in contravention of Act.

The commissioner may, without notice, cause to be removed
a. Any wall, fence, rail, post, step, booth or other structure whether fixe d
or movable and whether of a permanent or a temporary nature, or any
fixture which shall be erected or set up in or upon or over any street or
upon or over any open channel, drain, well or tank contrary to the
provisions of this Act after the appointed day.
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b. Any stall, chair, bench, box, ladder, bale, board or shelf or any other
thing whatever placed, deposited, projected, attached or suspended in,
upon from or to any place in contravention of this Act.
c. Any article whatsoever hawked or exposed for sale in a public place or
i n any public street in contravention of the provisions of this Act and
any vehicle, package, box or any other thing in or on which such article
is placed.
This section deals with removal of obstruction on the street. The section
specifically mentions that this removal can happen ‘without notice’. However, it
does not mention vehicles that are parked in restricted areas or causing
obstruction to the street activities.
Section 263A: Power to require demolition or alteration of lawfully constructed
huts or sheds infringing rules or bye-laws
1….it appears to the Commissioner that it is necessary in the public interest that
such hut or shed or any part thereof be demolished or altered, the Commissioner
may by written notice require the owner thereof to demolish or alter such hut or
shed or any part thereof, on or before such date, as may be specified in such
notice….
This section specifically authorizes the Commissioner to demolish or alter what is
deemed to be an infringement of bye-laws. However, it requires a written notice
to the owner. The logic may be extended to parking. However, a written notice is
not possible every time there is a parking violation.
Section 458: Bye-laws for what purpose to be made - The Corporation may from
time to time make bye-laws, not inconsistent with this Act and the rules, with
respect to the following matters, namely:Regulating, in any particular not specifically provided for in this Act or the rules,
the construction, maintenance, protecting, flushing, cleansing and control of
drains, ventilation-shafts or pipes, cess-pools, water closets, privies, latrines,
urinals, washing places, drainage works of every description, whether belonging
to the Corporation or other persons, municipal water-works, private
communication pipes, private streets and public streets;
3. Regulating the maintenance, supervision and use of public and private cartstands and the levy of fees for the use of such of them as belong to the
Corporation;
9. The provision and maintenance of suitable means of access to buildings
and preventing encroachment thereon;
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9A.The provision and maintenance of parking space and loading and
unloading space, for buildings erected or re-erected in such locality or for
such use as may be specified
30. The licensing of hand-carts, other than those exempted from taxation
under section 143 or those plying for hire in respect of which licenses have
been issued under th e Bombay Public Conveyances Act 1920, and th e
seizure and detention of any such handcarts that have not been duly
licensed.
36.Securing the protection of public parks, gardens, public parking places
and open spaces vested in or under the control of the Corporation from injury
or misuse, regulating their management and the manner in which they may
be used by the public and providing for the proper behavior of persons in
them.
This section permits the Corporation to frame bye-laws for 48 matters. The focus
on protection of public parking places in sub section 36 could be interpreted to
mean that Corporation may secure them by removing illegally parked vehicles
and fine such owners.
If a vehicle is parked unattended in such a manner as to create a traffic hazard, it
can be immediately removed by towing gas ordered by any jurisdictional police
officer. The charges of towing away have to be paid by the owner besides any
other penalty.
Sections 122 and 127 clearly gi ve the police the authority to tow away vehicles
that have been parked illegally.
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ANNEXURE 2
THE BOMBAY POLICE ACT

The Bombay Police Act provides different functions and powers of the police.
The Act was amended in 2007 by the Gujarat Essential Services Maintenance
Act, 1972.
Section 33: Power to make rules for regulation of traffic and for preservation of
order in public places, etc.
(c) Regulating the conditions under which vehicles may remain standing
in streets and public places, and the use of streets as halting places for
vehicles or cattle.
Licensing, controlling or in order to prevent obstruction, inconvenience,
annoyance, risk, danger or damage of the residents or passengers in the vicinity
Section 67: Power to regulate t traffic, etc., in the streets
(a) To regulate and control the traffic in the streets, to prevent obstructions
therein and to the best of his ability, to prevent the infraction of any rule or
order made under this Act or any other law in force for observance by the
public in or near the streets.
Section 99: Disregarding the rules of the road
(b) No person shall leave in any street or public place insufficiently tended
or secured any animal or vehicle.
Section 102: Causing obstruction in a street:
No person shall cause obstruction in any street or public place by allowing
any animal or vehicle which has to be loaded, unloaded, or to take up or
set down passengers, to remain or stand therein longer than maybe
necessary of such purpose or by leaving any vehicle standing, or using
any part of a street or public place for halting for any unreasonable length
of time.
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Section 117: Penalties for offenders under sections 99 to 116
Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of sections 99 to 116
(both included) shall, on conviction, be punished with the fine which may
extend to (hundred rupees).
The Bombay Police Act, though not directly, lists enforcement of illegal parking
under the purview of the police.
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Appendix 1: Inventory of parking facility in Vadodara city

Vehicle Type
Parking
(Existing
Spaces / Area
Location
Parking
Sq.m
Usage)
Planned Pay & Parking
Near
1000 m2
2W Parking
Lehripuradarwaja
Near
Manoranjan
1200 m2
2W Parking
restaurant
Opp. Sayaji police
1800 m2
2W Parking
st.
Around NyayMandir
Court
420 m2
Opp. Parikh Motor
Car & 2W
900 m2
Near
Parking
BhagatsinghChowk
350 m2
Near Phoolvala

Parking Tariff

Ownership
of
Facility/Public/Pri
vate/informal

Rs. 5 for 2W (flat
VMSS
tariff)
Rs. 5 for 2W (flat
VMSS
tariff)
Rs. 5 for 2W (flat
VMSS
tariff)
No
parking
charges - only for VMSS
Lawyers and staff

-

2W

Rs. 3 for 2W (flat
VMSS
Tariff)

3 Small parking lots
opposite
Pratap Cinema

2W

Rs. 5 for 2W (12
VMSS
Hours)

Padmavati Complex

Kirtistambh

-

Bus Station

-

Railway Station

Opposite
station

Railway

2184 m2

-

2W

2W

2W & Cycles

2W

Rs. 5 for 2W
Hours)
Rs. 10 for 2W
Hours)
Rs. 5 for 2W
Hours)
Rs. 10 for 2W
Hours)

(12
(24

Private

(12
(24

GSRTC

Rs. 10 for 2W (8
Hours) & Rs30 for
2W (24 Hours)
Rs. 5 for Cycle
(12 Hours) &Rs.
Western Railway
10 for Cycle (24
Hours)
Monthly: Rs. 80
for 2W
Rs. 50 for Cycle
Rs. 3 for 2W (12
Hours) &Rs. 6 for
VMSS
2W (24 Hours)
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Location

R.C.Dutt Road.
V.I.P.Road
L & T
Circle to
WadiWadi
Chakli
Circle
to
Akshar Choke
Muktanand
to
Sangam.
Near
Sayajigunj
Police Station.
Opp. Sursagar ( 200
x 4)
@ Lalcourt ( 100 x 2
)
SayajiganjKalaghod
a to Kadakbazar
Near
Belbaug
Shopping centre.
Karelibaug Police st.
to Aradhana.
Kothi
to
Sayaji
Hospital
Manubhai Tower

Vehicle Type
Parking
(Existing
Spaces / Area
Parking Tariff
Parking
Sq.m
Usage)
Car & 2W
2
5000 m
Parking
Car & 2W
7200 m2
Parking
Car & 2W
11400 m2
Parking
Car & 2W
13500 m2
Parking
Car & 2W
6000 m2
Parking
Car & 2W
300 m2
Parking
800 m2

Car Parking

200 m2
4500 m2
200 m2

Car & 2W
Parking
Car & 2W
Parking

3000 m2
1000 m2
500 m2

2W Parking
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Ownership
of
Facility/Public/Pri
vate/informal
Informal
Informal
Informal
Informal
Informal
Informal

-

Informal

-

Informal

-

Informal

-

Informal

-

Informal

-

Informal

-

Informal

Source: Secondary Data Collection, Srei
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Appendix 2: Route of public transport
Vinayak city bus route structure

SN

Route Route Origin
Via
(From)
No.

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
4/A

6

5

7

6

8

6A

9

7

10

7/A

11

7B

12

8

13

9

14

9A

15

9B

16

9D

Railway station
Railway station
Railway station
Railway station
Railway station

Tower, Nyay Mandir
Tower, Nyay Mandir ,Mandvi
Tower, Mandvi,Panigate,Uma,Vrindavan
Tower,Mandvi,Panigate,Navjivan
Kamati bagh, Fatehgunj, Amit nagar,
Manek Park
Railway station Tower, Mandvi,Panigate,Uma, Mahvir
hall,Sangam,VUDA Circle,Fateh
ganj,Kamati bagh
Railway station Kamati bagh, narhari, budhhdev, jeevan
bharti, muktanand, sangam,kishanwadi,
uma char rasta
Railway station Kamati baugh, fatehgunj, amitnagar,
anek park, khodiyar nagar, super
bakery, kishanwadi, uma har rasta,
mahavir hall
Railway station Dandiya Bazar, Market, Nyay mandir,
mandvi, chowkhandi, gajarwadi, ganesh
nagar, kapurai chowkdi
Railway station Dandiya Bazar, Market, Jayratna
building, Yamuna mil, ganesh nagar,
kapurai chowkdi
Railway station Dawakhana, kothi, tower, nyay mandir,
mandvi chokhandi,gajarwadi, Yamuna
mil
Railway station Jail Road, badamdi baugh, kirti stambh,
market nyay mandir, mandvi, uma char
rasta, kaladarshan chowkdi
Railway station Tower, Mandvi, Uma Cross Road,
Vrindavan chowkdi, Parivar chowkdi
Railway station Tower, Nyaymandir, Mandvi, punam
complex,kaladarshan, Parivar, gurukul
Railway station Tower, Nyaymandir, mandvi, ayurvedic
tranrasta, punam complex, kala darshan,
parivar, gurukul, Mahesh nagar
Railway station Kamati baugh, fatehgunj, amit nagar,

Route
Destination
(To)
Mandvi
Panigate tanki
Bapod Bypass
Sayaji Park
APMC Market

Circular
Route(Railway
station
Circular Route

Circular
Route(Railway
station
Dabhoi Bypass

Dabhoi Bypass

Dabhoi Bypass

Victoria height
(Kala Darshan)
Parivar
Somatalav
Parivar
Somatalav
Vedant
Residency
Soma talav
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Route Route Origin
SN
Via
No.
(From)

17

10

Railway station

18

10/D

Railway station

19

11

Railway station

20

11/A

Railway station

21

11/B

Railway station

22

11/D

Railway station

23

12

Railway station

24

13

Railway station

25

14

Railway station

26

14A

Railway station

27

15

Railway station

28

15A

Railway station

29

15B

Railway station

30

16

Railway station

manek park, super bakery, vrindavan
chowkdi, parivar
Jail Road, Lal bagh, Manjhalpur, Alwa
naka, gayatri krupa
Tower, Nyay Mandir, Kirti stambh,
Avadhut fantak, sai chowkdi, darbar
chowkdi
Jail road, Kirti stambh, Manjhalpur naka,
Amarjyot dairy, ONGC gate, shanti
nagar ITI
Jail road, kirti stambh, manjhalpur naka,
Tusli dham char rasta, maruti dham,
susen, novino
Jail Road, kirti stambh, jayaratna
building, dabhoi road, hajira, dairy tran
rasta, ITI
Tower ,Nyay Mandir, Mandvi,
chowkhandi, pratapnangar bridge, dairy
tran rasta, ITI
Jail road, Lal bagh, Susen, Novino,
Makarpura
Tower ,Nyay Mandir, Kirti stambh,
Lalbagh, Susen, Makarpura
Tower, Nyay Mandir, Kirti
stambh,Manjhalpur naka, tulsidham,
Susen, Novino, makarpura, gayati nagar
Tower, Nyay Mandir, chowkhandi,
pratapnagar bridge, Susen, Novino,
makarpura, gayati nagar
Tower, a.pol, kalupur market, madar
society, manekpark, harni village, golden
chowkdi
Tower, salatwada, nagarwada,
bhutdijhampa, sangam, manekpark,
harni village, golden chowkdi
Tower, nyaymandir, mandvi,fatehpura,
sangam, manekpark, harni village,
golden chowkdi
Jail road, lal bugh, manjhalpur naka,
tulsidham, maruti dham, susen, novino,

Route
Destination
(To)

G.I.D.C
Subodh Nagar

Tarsali

Ravi park

Tarsali

Tarsali

Maneja
Maneja
Jambuva

Jambuva

Harni Bypass

Harni Bypass

Harni Bypass

Radhe
residency

71
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Route Route Origin
SN
Via
No.
(From)
vaikunth dham, khodaldham
Tower ,Mandvi, Chokhandi, Dairy,
Susen, Novino
Towe, mandvi, chowkhandi, pratapnagar
bridge,dairy, susen, novino, airforce
gate, saraswati township
Kamati bagh, Fatehgunj, Nizampura,
Deluxe, abhilasha char rasta,
chanakyapuri
Kamati bagh, Fatehgunj post office,
nizampura deluxe, mehsana nagar
circle, santoshi nagar, sama village
Kamati baugh, fatehgunj, post office,
nizampura deluxe, mehsana nagar
circle, sainik chhatralay
Pandya bridge, navayard, roses garden
chhani jagatnaka, T.P.13, ganesh
chowkdi
Pandya bridge, navayard, roses garden,
ganesh chowkdi
Tower, nyay mandir, mandvi, chokhandi,
pratapngar,danteshwar, marutidham
Jail road, kirti stambh, hajira,
danteshwar, marutidham society
Tower, mandvi,, hajira,

31

17

Railway station

32

17A

Railway station

33

18

Railway station

34

18A

Railway station

35

19

Railway station

36

19A

Railway station

37

19B

Railway station

38

20

Railway station

39

20A

Railway station

40

20B

Railway station

41

21

Railway station Tower, mandvi,, hajira,

42

22

43

23

44
45
46

23A
23B
23D

47

24

Railway station Race cource, Bird circle, Manisha circle,
Akshar Chowk, kalali fantak, atladra,
beel village,
Railway station Race cource, Bird circle, Diwalipura,
rameshwar petrol pump
Railway station Race cource,Bird circle,Diwali pura
Railway station Race cource, Bird circle, Hari nagar
Railway station Race cource, Bird circle, malhar point,
meridian hospital
Railway station Race cource, ellora park, samta, akshar
apartment
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Route
Destination
(To)
Makarpura
Village
Vaikunthdham
Society
Sama

Sama

Chhani

Prayag
tenament
Alankar
tenament
Pratapnagar
(Danteshwar)
Pratapnagar
(Danteshwar)
Pratapnagar
railway station
Rameshwar
(vudana
makan)
Beel (Anand)

Bhayli (Vasna)
Bhayli (Vasna)
Bhayli (Vasna)
New court
Lakmipura
(Akshar
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Route Route Origin
SN
Via
No.
(From)

48

25

49

25A

50

25B

51

26

52

27

53
54

27A
27B

55

28

56

28A

57

29

58

30

59

31

60

31A

Railway station Race cource,Genda
Circle,Gorwa,Panchwati
Railway station Race course, Ellora park, ganga
jamnuna , sahyog, panchvati
Railway station Pandya bridge, chhani jagatnaka, fulwari
water tank,panchwti undera circle
Railway station Race course, bird circle, manisha
chowkdi,mukti nagar, sunpharma
Railway station Race cource, Natubhai
circle,INOX,Harinagar,Gotri,
Ambikanagar
Railway station Race cource, Bird Circle, Harinagar,Gotri
Railway station Race cource, Bird Circle, Harinagar,
Gotri
Railway station Race cource, EIlora Park, Subhanpura,
High tension road, samta police station
Railway
Race course, Ellora park, Atmajyoti
station
ashram, Subhanpura post office,samta
police station
Railway
Race cource, INOX, Hari nagar, , gokul
station
party plot
Railway
Race cource, eIlora parkAkshar
station
apartment, narayan garden
Railway
Race course, rhino circle, gorwa, bapuni
station
dargah, bajwa
Railway
Pandya bridge, Navayard, chhani jagat
station
naka, bhathuji nagar, G.S.F.C. gate 2
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Route
Destination
(To)
Apartment)
Panchvati
Narmadeshwar
nagar
Koyli
Tandalaja
(Sunpharma)
Gokul
nagar
(Gotri)
Sevasi
Raniyatba
Balaji Nagar
Balaji nagar

Jalaram Nagar
Laxmipura
(Raniyatba)
Bajwa
(Karadiya)
Bajwa
(Railway
station)
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Appendix 3: URDPFI guide line for parking
Sr.no
.
1

2

3

Land use
Socio-Cultural Facilities
Community Hall

Parking Standards

Remark

Parking standard @ 3.0 --ECS / 100 sqm
Recreational Club
Parking standard @ 2 ECS --/ 100 sqm of floor area
Socio-cultural activities such as auditorium, Parking standard @ 2 ECS --music, dance & drama, centre / meditation, / 100 sqm of floor area
spiritual centre etc.
Science Centre
Parking standard @ 2 ECS --International Convention Centre
Parking standard @ 2 ECS --Old Age Home / Care Centre for Physically / Parking standard @ 1.8 --Mentally challenged / Working women / men ECS of floor area.
hostel /Adult Education Centre / Orphanage
/ Children's Centre / Night Shelter
Sport facility for international sports event
2 ECS / 100 sqm of floor --area.
Residential
Residential Plot-Plotted Housing
2 Equivalent Car Space --(ECS) in plots of size 250300 sqm and 1 ECS for
every 100 sqm. built up
area, in plots exceeding 300
sqm.,
Residential Plot - Group Housing
2.0 ECS/100 sqm built up --area
Cluster Court Housing
2.0 ECS/100 sqm built up --area
Hostel / Guest House / Lodging & Boarding 2 ECS per 100 sqm. of built --House / Dharamshala
up area
Commercial Centres
Convenience Shopping Centre/ Local 2 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor --Shopping Centre / Local Level Commercial area
areas
Service Market
2 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor --area
Community Centre / Non- hierarchical 3 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor --Commercial Centre
area
District Centre/ Sub-Central Business
3 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor --area
District/Sub-City Level Commercial areas
Commercial Plot: Retail & Commerce 3 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor --Metropolitan City Centre
area
Hotel
3 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor *
area
Service Apartments
ECS / 100 sqm of floor area --Any other commercial centre including ECS / 100 sq.m of floor ---
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4

5

6

commercial
component
along
with
Railway/MRTS and ISBT
Integrated Freight Complex/ Wholesale
Market
Industry
Industrial Plot up to 50 sq.m area

area
ECS / 100 sq.m of floor **
area

2 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor
area
Industrial Plot 51sqm -400 sq.m area
2 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor
area
Industrial Plot 401 sq.m and above
2 ECS / 100 sqm of floor
area
Flatted group Industry (Min Plot size 400 2 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor
sq.m)
area
Public-Semi Public
Integrated Office Complex
1.8 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor
area
District Court
1.8 ECS / 100 sq.m of floor
area
Head Post Office with Administrative office & 1.33 ECS per 100 sq.m. of
with / without delivery office
floor
area
Amusement Park
3 ECS / 100 sq.m. of floor
area
ISBT/Metro
2 ECS per 100 sq.m. of
floor area
Hospitals
2 ECS per 100 sq.m. of
floor area
Veterinary Hospital
1.33 ECS per 100 sqm. of
floor
area
Veterinary Dispensary
1.33 ECS per 100 sq.m. of
floor
Area
Nursing and Paramedic institute
2 ECS per 100 sq.m. of
floor area
Medical College
As per norms of Medical
Council
of
India
/
Regulatory Body
Mixed Land use
Parking @ 2.0 ECS per 100
sq.mt built up area shall be
provided
within
the
premises.

(URDPFI Guidelines Vol I, 2014)
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Appendix 4: IRC code -SP-12-1988
Desirable parking space standards for different land-use
Sr.
No.
1.

Land use

Parking space standards

Residential
(i) Detached, semi-detached row
houses
Plot area up to 100 sq. m.
No private or community parking space is
required.
Plot area from 101 to 200 sq. m.
Only community parking space is required.
Plot area from 201 to 300 sq. m.
Only community parking space is required.
Plot area from 301 to 500 sq. m.
Minimum one-third of the open area should
be earmarked for parking
Plot area from 501 to 1000 sq. m.
Minimum one-fourth of the open area should
be earmarked for parking
Plot area 1001 sq. m. and above
Minimum one-sixth of the open area should
be earmarked for parking
(ii) Flats.
One space for every two flats of 50 to 99 sq.
m. or more of floor area.
(iii) Special, costly developed area.
One space for every two flats of 50 to 100 sq.
m. or more of floor area. One and half spaces
for every flat of 100 to 150 sq. m. of floor
area. Two spaces for every flat of above 150
sq. m. of floor area.
(iv) Multi-storied group housing One space for every four dwellings except in
system
cities like Calcutta and Bombay where the
demand may be more.
2.
Offices
One space for every 70 sq. m. of floor area.
3.
Industrial premises
One space for up to 200 sq. m. of initial floor
area. Additional spaces at the rate of one for
every subsequent 200 sq. m. of fraction
thereof.
4.
Shops and markets
One space for every 80 sq. m. of floor area.
5.
Restaurants
One space for every 10 seats.
6.
Theatres and Cinemas
One space for every 20 seats.
7.
Hotels and motels
(i)Five and four star hotels
One space for every 4 guest rooms.
(ii)Three star hotels
One space for every 8 guest rooms.
(iii)Two star hotels
One space for every 10 guest rooms.
(iv)Motels
One space for each guest room.
8.
Hospitals
One space for every 10 beds.
(IRC-SP-12, 1988)
When applying the above standards, the parking space requirement of a car can be
considered as 3m x 6m when individual parking is required and 2.5m x 5m when community
parking is envisaged. For two wheelers, a stall 0.8m x 2.5m is desirable.
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Appendix 5: TCPO guidelines
Parking standard as per TCPO guidelines
Parking space shall be provided for different types of development as per norms given in
Master Plan/Development Plan or as given below The following table may be referred to for
deciding the parking norms for different use zone/activities depending upon local vehicle
ownership, mass transportation and parking needs. Only one value of ECS and not a range
should be specified in the development plan. It should fall within the range indicated and can
be change in subsequent plan depending upon need.
Sr.
No.

Use/Use Premises

1.

Residential
Group Housing, Plotted Housing (plots above 250
sq.mt.) and Mixed use.
Commercial
1.50 - 2.50
i) Wholesale Trade and Freight Complex (including 1.00– 2.00
0.50 – 1.50
parking for loading and unloading)
ii) City centre, district centre, hotel, cinema and others.
iii) Community centre, local shopping centre,
convenience shopping center.

2.

3.

Public and Semi-Public Facilities

Equivalent Car Spaces
(ECS) per 100 sq m. of
floor area
0.50 - 1.50

0.50 - 1.50
0.25 - 0.75

i) Nursing home, hospitals, (other than government),
social, cultural and other institutions, government and
semi-government offices.
ii) Schools, college, university and government
hospitals.
4.

Industrial
0.50 – 1.00
Light and service industry, flatted group industry,
extensive industry
(TCPO Guidline)

Note
1. For the provision of car parking spaces, the space standards shall be as under:
i) For open parking, 18.0 sq.mt. per equivalent car space.
ii) For the ground floor covered parking 23.0sq.mt. per equivalent car space.
For basement parking 28.0sq.mt. per equivalent car space.
2. In the use premises, parking on the above standards may be provided on the ground floor,
or in the basement (where the provision exists).
3. In case of organized centers like district centre and community centre to meet with the
above demand of parking, additional underground space (besides the basement) may be
provided below the piazzas or pedestrian or open spaces but within the setback lines.
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Appendix 6: Public opinion for parking requirement
1. Name:

Age:

Contact details:
Female

Gender: Male /

2. Occupation :service:[
other:[ ]

]

business : [

]

student: [

]

house wife: [

]

3. Working hours :……………………. To …………………….
4. Family members: [

]

5. How many children under age 18 are in your household? [
6. Size of your house
1 Bhk [ ]
2Bhk [

]

3Bhk [

7. Total monthly income of household:
5000 -10000 [ ]
10,000-20,000 [
than that [ ]
8. No of Vehicle ownership:
2 Wheeler: [ ]
4 Wheeler: [

]

more than that [

]

]

]

20,000-30,000 [

bicycle: [

]

]

]

9. Average travelling distance per day: …………………………………
speed:……………………………
10. Is there enough parking spaces in your resident and working premises?
Resident: Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
Working: Yes: [ ]
No: [
11. Are you able to find a space to park without too much difficulty?
Yes
Resident Permit Zone
Nonresidential permit zones
Free on Street
Pay and park

No

more

Sometimes

average

]
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12. If NO, At what times do these problems occur? (Please tick all boxes that apply)
Morning

Afternoon

Evening

Night

Regular days
Weekend days

13. Are you happy with the current parking situation on road?
Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
14. What is most important to you when choosing where to park from the list
below?
(Please number in priority, 1 is highest priority and 4 is lowest. Use each priority
number once only)
Quality: [
]
Security/safety: [

]

Convenience: [

]

Cost: [

]

15. Which is your primary mode of travel for errands, such as grocery shopping?
Bicycle: [ ]

Car [ ]

2 wheeler [

]

Public Transit [

]

Walk [

]

16. If parking charges are taken from you than you will use private vehicle?
Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
17. If yes than Up to what level you will pay parking charge per hour?
3rs: [ ]
5rs: [ ]
10rs: [ ]
18. Parking charges can reduce the parking requirements?
Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
19. Are you prepared to pay parking charges if you get assured parking space?
Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
20. How do you think the parking service should pay for its running costs /
maintenance?(Please number in priority, 1 is highest priority and 2 is lowest. Use
each priority Number once only)
Any surplus income should be used to create the Parking service.
Any surplus income should be used improving public transport
21. Have you ever travelled in Vitcos / Vinayaka?
Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
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22. If NO, What are the reasons that you do not prefer for public transportation?
Non-availability of buses for route
Buses are available, but lack of knowledge related to timings, routes, frequency
Due to high congestion
Not need
23. Would you shift to Public Transport if reliable services are provided?
Yes: [ ]
No: [ ]
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Appendix 7: Information regarding Objections raised against parking
policy with reference to PRO-444 / 19-20
S. No.

Objections

Remarks

Objections raised by Shri Patel Kalpesh Jayantibhai
U

1.

Adjust the road level such as the vehicle can be
parked easily in each parking area of the city, and
keep the rain channels or the broken sewer lid
reinforced in the parking area.

Regular work is
done from the
concerned ward.
However, if any
complaint comes
up, it is to be
disposed
immediately.

2.

Remove the advertising boards, statues and iron
barriers and other obstructions placed by the shop
dealers on the sidewalk, to open the sidewalk and
permanently remove the iron barriers from the
parking area.

3.

Six months ago the VMSS and the police released a
campaign to declare no parking by releasing 50-50
meters of space on every cross roads of the city.
Complete that campaign by strict enforcement and
eliminate the traffic problem on the cross roads in
the city.

There is a regular
procedure
to
remove
such
encroachments by
the Encroachment
Removal Branch.
Operations
are
conducted
by
VMSS,
traffic
police and police.
Nonetheless,
an
in-depth campaign
will be undertaken
to approve the
parking
policy.
Temporary
pressures will also
be removed by the
relevant AMC.

4.

Law enforcement is the same for everyone, eliminate
government encroachments like seating from public
roads, and sidewalks. Get rid of cattle on public
roads. Set an example that law is equal for
everyone. For a smart city, first meet basic needs
like adequate drinking water, good roads, lights. Set
an example that law is equal for everyone.

Regular operations
are done through
various
departments of the
Corporation.
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5.

Strict enforcement of parking as per the Odd-Even
Date, take action to stop the merchants by keeping
obstructions on footpaths.

6.

Strict enforcement of parking as per the Odd-Even
date at four gates and everywhere in the city and
traffic police must stop shutting eyes.

7.

Close the tables outside the shop three to four feet in
the streets of the city so that in case of an accident,
fire or ambulance can be easily accessed.
25 m space around the city bus stand should be kept
for parking and this no parking area should be
followed strictly so that people can stand and city
bus can be parked at bus stand only.
Open the road by removing government
encroachments and electric poles and stop illegal
parking.

8.

9.

10.

Before laying every new road in the city, remove the
old layer of road and renew it so that the road level is
not elevated and the footpaths are not lowered. In
many area of the city, footpaths or dividers have
begun to be equated to the road due to which
vehicles can easily go to footpaths.
Objections raised by Shri Ajit R. Patel
In residential areas, those houses which faces road
site, no parking should be provided in front of
anyone's house so that there is no
dispute/controversy.

Implementation by
the traffic branch is
in
progress.
Monitoring is also
done by traffic
police
through
drones.
Implementation by
the traffic branch is
in
progress.
Monitoring is also
done by traffic
police
through
drones.
-

-

Technical
verification will be
considered in this
regard.

U

11.

12.

The space for parking should be provided only on
the roads specified with the required instructions.

82

This will be taken
care of in the
parking policy.

This will be taken
care of in the
parking policy
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13.

Even today In many area of the city, haphazard
parking is observed which needs to be stopped. For
this, In 2016, a notification was released by the
Police Commissioner sir in Vadodara. But it has not
been implemented in many police station areas. It is
natural that the traffic branch cannot reach every
area.

Operations are
done by the traffic
police.

14.

It is important to keep a parking charge per hour.
Please consider.

This matter will be
taken care of in
the parking policy.

Objections raised by Shri Chandrakant Atmaram
Nayi
All roads excluding parking spaces must be declared
"no parking" by Municipal corporation There should
be no parking in the Internal roads, streets of
societies.
U

15.

16.

Parking spots are less than needed. Create
maximum free parking space wherever space is
available on the road. In order to park the vehicle
there, citizens can make more use of public
transport.

17.

Vehicle tax is charged. So at least the first hour
should be free parking. After one hour affordable
fees should be charged in larger parking area only.

18.

Free parking is better as compared to the
administrative cost in maintaining revenue
generation in paid parking. The liability for vehicle
damage and theft can also be increased if parking
fees are charged.

Paid parking
locations will be
determined in the
parking policy. The
decision cannot be
taken on this
matter if parking is
done on the
internal roads of
the society by the
residents of the
society.
The decision will
be made in the
policy of parking.

This rule is kept for
Private-large
multiplexes or for
commercial
properties. But
minimum charges
will be imposed for
the parking on the
roads.
The customer is
not maintainable.
The policy will be
decided by the
decision in the
parking policy.
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19.

Computerized billing system is desirable so that no
more parking fees are charged.

Considering that a
computerized
billing system is
implemented.

20.

The number of vehicles can be controlled by setting
criteria such as income, accommodation and
workplace parking and vehicle requirements for the
vehicle buyer.

The decision
cannot be taken
here.

21.

It is advisable to ensure that the public transport
facility is available every half hour from morning 5.00
a.m. to night 10.00 p.m. to reach all major
destinations of the city. (Point no 8 in the conclusion
column of document “ Parking Policy –April 2019”
The absence of mass transport facilities compels
citizens to use personal transport.

Currently, Golden
Bus Service and
Public Transport
System are
implemented. And
the bus service
area is
implemented by
covering it with
surrounding areas.

22.

Due to the construction / pressures on the
designated premises of complexes, the residents of
the complex, business owners, workers, customers,
visitors park on the road.
GDCR rules are not fully complied with in
commercial establishments.) It is advisable to ensure
that parking space is open in complexes.

In GDCR , parking
is advised to be
kept open.
Nevertheless, in
the form of
campaign
complaints, such
parking is relieved
and exposed.

23.

Traffic is jammed by students, parents, school bus
drivers, visitors, by parking on the road. It is
suggested that they park their vehicles in the private
space of the school / coaching class. The rules of
parking apply to all.

A notification in
this regard will be
implemented in
coordination with
the police
department.

24.

People coming to religious places park on the road.
(Point no. 5 of the "Conclusions" of the " Parking
Policy –April 2019" document "violates rules in
religious places and government buildings."). It
should be ensured that Parking is not done on road.

Traffic police will
be coordinated in
this regard and
action will be
taken.

25.

There are vehicle parking, lorries, cabins, banners,
religious structures and many private and

The encroachment
on the footpaths
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government structures on the footpath. Citizens use
their private vehicle to go to places which are at
walking distance only. Some walk on the road.
Which also causes accident / death. Footpaths with
no obstructions are suggested for pedestrian
convenience and safety.

and roads are
removed by the
ward office and
encroachment
department.

26.

Many rickshaw drivers in the city take more
passengers than required. They are not ready to
install the meters. Some drivers don’t turn on the
meters. If this is controlled administratively then
people will reduce the use of private vehicles, which
will thus reducing the problem of parking.

In this regard, the
police and the
R.T.O. Will
coordinate.

27.

Lack of sufficient parking space makes the
rickshaws park on the road, Which hinders the
traffic. It is advisable to designate more spaces for
parking of rickshaws and ensure that the rickshaws
do not park anywhere other than specific parking
area.

This matter will be
included by
coordinating with
specific
department.

28.

Vehicles, lorries, cabins, banners and other
structures are placed in numerous places on roads
and footpaths. Roads and footpaths are
recommended for completely free of encroachment.
Encroachment-free roads and footpaths will provide
relief to both drivers and pedestrians, with more
space available for parking and rickshaws.

Such
encroachments
will be relieved by
the encroachment
department and by
the ward office on
a regular and
campaign basis.

29.

Whichever policy is implemented, the
implementation should be done strictly and it should
be applicable to all.

The policy will be
monitored
regularly by the
committee here

30.

GPMC to take expert citizens on the subject in
"parking committee" In accordance with Article 31 (2)
and Section 29 A of the GPMC Act 1949, it is
advisable to review the policy from time to time on
the objection or suggestions of the "ward committee"
made by the citizens.

Required
objections are
requested. In
which smooth
instructions will be
implemented.
Also, this policy
will be
implemented with
the approval of the
Government after
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the approval of the
General board.
31.

Parking is part of the transportation system. If the
causes of transportation problems are eliminated,
the parking problem will also be eliminated. To
create a committee to look into the current issues of
transport loss and also seek expert citizens in the
subject - GPMC. In accordance with Article 1 (2) and
Section 3A of the Act, it is advisable to review the
transport policy from time to time, obtaining the
views of the "ward committee" formed by the
citizens.

Required
objections are
requested. In
which instructions
will be
implemented.
Also, this policy
will be
implemented with
the approval of the
Government after
the approval of the
general board .

32.

The "Parking policy for Vadodara City This
document is prepared independently and
appropriately without the intervention of anybody,
without any interference from the city's parking
strategy and parking master plan.
It is stated that no. 2 of the "Conclusions" obtained
after hard work, study and churning has been added
to road parking. "According to the GDCR rule,
unauthorized constructions on open parking space
should be removed and against the offender Legal
action should be taken. Instead, the rule of "road
parking" protects criminals and makes transportation
difficult for citizens due to increasing transportation
problems. To eliminate parking problems, it is
advisable to abolish the rules of road parking.

The
enchroachment of
private property
parking is
removed.
Regarding parking
arrangements on
the road, action is
taken by the police
department.

33.

Except for the declared parking places, there is no
on the parking sidewalk or complex for parking
space. And many other citizens will benefit, except
the unauthorized minority. Transport will be easier if
all the enchroachment of the parking problem are
removed.
It is advisable to appoint a private agency to collect
towing charges, parking charges, fees and fines.

Parking
enchroachment is
removed.

Promotion of private multi-storage parking or
mechanized parking is also possible. The

Parking places are
raised by both the

34.

35.

This will be
coordinated with
the relevant traffic
police
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corporation does matter.
Objection raised by RTI ACTIVIST Shri Atul Sabhai
Gamchi
The genre is a play to bring people in with parking
charges, small corridors have commercial
construction. Impressive fees of illegal shops or
other structures in parking lots have been levied and
recovered, and now Vadodara Metropolitan Service
Sadan is in poor condition.
Then the builder of the pada is about to leave the
public. Which is our main concern how when illegal
shops in parking spaces or other construction took
an impact fee, why didn't the shops or other
constructions of the public places get the impact fee
when the public did not get the idea of parking
problem and took the impression fee of all without
seeing it. It is strongly argued that you are moving to
ease the pockets of the public by putting a burden on
the public.
According to the GPMC Act, the taxes being taken
do not provide any facilities for taking taxes, and
drinking water is not purified. Vadodara has become
khadodara. Wastewater from the sewage is released
into the ponds. Pollutants of untreated feces are
being released in the holy Vishwamitri river in
Vadodara city. In addition to all the rainwater, directly
polluted sewage water is being released.

private and the
corporation.

U

36.

37.

Nothing to say
about this
allegation.

Not compatible
with parking policy.
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